
Phy 312 Fall 2014, Problem set 2

1. We have discussed the equation of momentum conservation for EM fields (Eqs 6.121,
6.122 of Jackson, Eq 8.31 of Griffiths). How about conservation of angular momen-
tum? Can you derive/write down by analogy the equation for conservation of angular
momentum?

2. Prob 8.5, Griffiths

3. Start with

E(x, t) = E exp(ikn .x− iωt)
B(x, t) = B exp(ikn .x− iωt)

(where E , B and n are constant vectors) and explicitly verify that the Maxwell equations
involving divergence lead to the conclusion that the wave propagation direction is ⊥ to
that of the electric and magnetic fields (i.e., n . E = 0 and n .B = 0), and that the
Maxwell equations involving curl lead to the conclusion that the electric and magnetic
field vectors are ⊥ each other (i.e., B ∝ n× E).

4. Start with the Helmholtz equation (wave equation with assumption of harmonic fields)
and show the simplest dispersion relation ω/k = c.

5. What are the basic units you need (e.g., polarizers - how many? quarter wave/half wave
plates - how many?) to measure all the Stokes parameters in an optics lab? (and why,
of course).
(e.g., http://gabrielse.physics.harvard.edu/gabrielse/papers/1977/MeasuringStokesParameters.pdf)
How about measuring all Stokes parameters using radio antennas? e.g.,
http://gmrt.ncra.tifr.res.in/gmrt−hpage/Users/doc/WEBLF/LFRA/node133.html
https://www.astron.nl/∼mag/dokuwiki/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=haverkorn−polarisation.pdf

6. Derive Eq 7.54, Jackson. How does this lead to Eq 7.55? This pretty much answers the
question several of you had - what is the physical implication of the fact that ε(ω) is
often complex?

7. How does Eq 7.58, Jackson follow from Eq 7.57? This is a crucial part of the reasoning
leading to the famous Drude model for conductivity.

8. We have discussed how the dielectric response of a medium can often be nonlocal in
time (§ 7.10, Jackson). We arrived at this fact starting from a frequency-domain picture
[D(x, ω) = ε(ω)E(x, ω)]. If, on the other hand, you were told that the dielectric response
is nonlocal in time (i.e., that is your starting point), can you arrive at conclusions
regarding the frequency response?

9. Verify how Eq 7.86, Jackson follows from Eq 7.85 and 7.84
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